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Roots
Sarah Poole
My memory of the moon lies still. It rose
along with the shadows of trees
and branches and leaves that fall
to the growing and growling earth.
Ash from the fire we built drops
like rain with the rising rings of smoke.
You say you can’t see the smoke
like I do tonight. It is a rose
that blossoms in air then drops
from the canopy of trees.
Umbrellas from the earth
that bend in wind. Only, they fall
like the minutes it took you to fall.
You lit a cigarette. The smoke
swelled in my face as you sat on the earth
inhaling as we rose
into the blackened trees.
With moonlight that drops
like your hand drops,
you hold me and fall.
The night sky hides in the trees.
Swirling smoke
surrounded your face that rose
to meet mine, and you spilled yourself out onto the earth.
The wild wooden earth,
impressed by rain drops,
swallows us with rose
petals that wilt and fall
in the last bits of smoke,
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no longer hanging in the trees.
We are broken by bellowing trees.
We rust in the earth.
Our eyes sting from smoke
and with tear drops
we can change the colors of Fall,
layered thick like the bud of a rose.
You became this rose beneath the trees
tonight, waiting to fall like the moon to the earth,
and we drop like the ash from lifeless collapsing smoke.
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